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D. Generation of regional composite curves. Use of multi-
objective optimisation generating solutions  with minimised 
total costs and CO2 emissions, combined with Mixed 
Integer Linear Programming (MILP ) for optimal process 
integration and energy conversion selection and sizing.  
Figure 4: Example of Pareto front curve [2] 
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Objective: Development of an integrated optimisation method focusing on regional industrial 
waste heat valorisation and heating and cooling utility selection, aiming at minimising 
investment and operational costs as well as CO2 emissions. 
B. Geolocalisation and characterisation of heating and 
cooling demands of case-study (Luxembourg) based on 
Geographical Information System (GIS) databases. 
C. Industrial excess heat potential characterisation. 
Calculation of rate of return on investment (RoRoI ) for 
internal excess heat recovery. For RoRoI > 1 year: excess 
heat considered for regional valorisation. 
Figure 3: Hot and Cold Composite Curves (HCC, CCC) of a steel 
plant, per 1 kg of final product [1].  
Cooling utility load (*) available for external valorisation 
A. Development of generic models for heating and cooling 
demands of buildings and industrial processes (using 
regression analysis and data from literature reviews). 
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Figure 1: Process flow diagram of a steel plant [1] 
Table 1: Specific heating demand of private buildings in 
Luxembourg, adapted from STATEC, in kWh/m2*a 
Figure 2: Heat map of Luxembourg (www.heatmap.lu) 
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